Abstract: This paper shows a strong relationship between sporadic groups and prime numbers. It starts with new properties for the well known supersingular prime numbers of the moonshine theory. These new properties are only a preparation for the main result of this paper to show that the sporadic groups are strongly connected to prime numbers.
In moonshine theory a super singular prime is a prime divisor of the order of the Monster group.
So we have exactly 15 supersingular primes. Be the set of all supersingular primes then we can write
Definition 1: Set of supersingular primes
The set , with = {2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 19; 23; 29; 31; 41; 47; 59; 71} is called the set of supersingular primes.
Lemma 1: First property (i)
Be i ⊂ the i th element of then it follows + 1 (ii) -1 ∉
Proof:
Simple calculation shows that (i) (ii)
■
Another property belongs to the gaps of supersingular primes: Between 2 and the largest supersingular prime 71 some prime numbers are not an element of . For these prime numbers we can define a new set as a sort of an inverse set from supersingular primes. This idea leads to
Definition 2: Inverse set of supersingular primes
The set -1 , with -1 = {37; 43; 53; 61; 67} is called the inverse set of supersingular primes and harbors all prime numbers between 2 and the largest supersingular prime 71, that are not element of .
Lemma 2: Second property
(i) -1 has at least one element. Be i -1 the i th element of -1 then it follows + 2 .
(ii) + 2 is the smallest prime number of this kind, that means all numbers -2 k with k ℕ, are not prime numbers: (ii)
The largest k that satisfy 0 < -2 k is given by k = 28. With simple computations it follows -2 k ∉ for all 0 < k < 29, k ℕ ■
Remark:
The next k > 1 that satisfy + 2 k is k = 5.
The two given simple prime number properties will show in a new way, why the Monster group is separated from all other sporadic simple groups.
Corollary 1:
Only the Monster group satisfy both properties given by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. All other sporadic groups satisfy at most only one of the properties given by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in analogical usage.
Remark:
Before we can proof Theorem 1 we have to clarify what that mean to use Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in an analogical way. For this we need two more definitions.
Definition 3: Set of prime divisors of the order from a sporadic group
Be G a sporadic group with order o and i are all prime devisors of order o, then the set , with = { 1 ; 2 ; …; i ; …; n } is called the set of prime devisors of the order o of group G.
Definition 4: Inverse set of non prime devisors
Be set given according to Definition 3. All prime numbers i < n which are not element of are elements of the set -1 , with -1 = { 1 ; 2 ; …; i ; …; n } is called the inverse set of .
If all prime numbers i < n are elements of then it is -1 = { }.
Proof of Corollary 1:
(i) The first and second property for the Monster group is proven by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
(ii) To check the properties of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 for all other sporadic groups we use for set the set and for set -1 the set -1 according to Definition 3 and Definition 4.
- The prime devisors set of the order of the Fischer group F 24 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 23; 29} and it follows -1 = { 19}. Check of first property:
Check of second property:
Only the second property is not satisfied!
-The Rudvalis group
The prime devisors set of the order of the Rudvalis group is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 13; 29} and it follows -1 = { 11; 17; 19; 23}. Check of first property:
Both properties are not satisfied! -The Fischer group F 23
The prime devisors set of the order of the Fischer group F 23 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 23} and it follows -1 = { 19}. Check of first property:
Both properties are not satisfied! -The Conway group Co 1 The prime devisors set of the order of the Conway group Co 1 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 23} Check of second property:
But it is in contradiction to Lemma 2,(ii) Both properties are not satisfied! -The Harada-Norton group and Janko Group J 1 The prime devisors set of the order of the Harada-Norton group and Janko group J 1 are given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 19} and it follows -1 = { 13; 17}. Check of first property:
, in contradiction to Lemma 1,(ii) Check of second property:
But in contradiction to Lemma 2, (ii) Both properties are not satisfied! -The Janko group J 3 The prime devisors set of the order of the Janko group J 3 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 17; 19} and it follows -1 = { 7; 11; 13}. Check of first property:
Both properties are not satisfied! -The Held group
The prime devisors set of the order of the Held group is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 17} and it follows The prime devisors set of the order of the Mathieu groups M 11 and M 12 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 11} and it follows -1 = { 7}. Check of first property:
Only the second property is not satisfied! -The Janko group J 2 The prime devisors set of the order of the Janko group J 2 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7} and it follows On the other hand the question comes: Why does the Monster group is separated so strong by these properties? Because the most sporadic groups are subgroups from the Monster group. Do we have another simple prime number properties to see that the Monster group is a part of the other sporadic groups? Yes!
Lemma 3: Third property
Be i the i th element of then it follows + 1 .
Proof:
■ For all other sporadic groups this leads to
Lemma 3a: Third property for sporadic groups
Be i the i th element of ≠ then it follows ∃ at least one with
Proof:
It is enough to show only for one sporadic group with ≠ that Lemma 3a is satisfied. But we check all other 25 sporadic groups.
-The Lyons group
The prime devisors set of the order of the Lyons group is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 31; 37; 67} The prime devisors set of the order of the Harada-Norton group and Janko group J 1 are given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 19}
-The Janko group J 3 The prime devisors set of the order of the Janko group J 3 is given with The prime devisors set of the order of the Mathieu groups M 11 and M 12 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 11}
-The Janko group J 2 The prime devisors set of the order of the Janko group J 2 is given with = { 2; 3; 5; 7}
■
The importance of all the calculations in the given proofs will be clear if we compare this to other sets of prime numbers.
For all given sporadic groups we have 18 different sets of .
The smallest set was = { 2; 3; 5; 7}.
Starting with this smallest set we now construct 18 prime number basic sets adding for any new set the next prime number. Doing so we have To compare these basic prime number sets with the sets given by the prime devisors of the order of the sporadic groups we use the properties of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 in analogical usage.
Lemma 4: Multiplicative comparison
Be bi ⊂ Bj the i th element of B
Trying to generate prime numbers with + 1 or -1
for each set B j j=1 to 18 counting less sets B j that generates a prime number as the sets of all sporadic groups (including the monster group).
Proof:
Simple calculation shows 2*3*5*7 + 1 2*3*5*7*11 1 2*3*5*7*11*13 -1 2*3*5*7*11*13*17 1 ∉ 2*3*5*7*11*13*17*19 1 ∉ for each set B j j=1 to 18 counting less sets B j that generates a prime number as the sets of all sporadic groups (including the monster group).
Simple calculation shows Ten sets B j generates prime numbers. But with the sets of the prime devisor of the order of all sporadic groups, we count in proofs for Lemma 3 and Lemma 3a that 13 of these sets generates prime numbers ■
Remark
It is clear that if the numbers decreases the possibility to have a prime number is greater. That's what we see for the basic sets by Definition 5. If we multiply these numbers we have only five prime numbers generated. If we creates sums of the same numbers we generate ten prime numbers. But it isn't so, if we look for the prime devisor sets. The number of generated primes is very stable from 14 to 13. This leads to
Theorem 1: Cross comparison
Be C  (x ) the counting function for all prime numbers generated by x then
